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Presentation Notes
UPlan is UCSF’s implementation of Hyperion Planning, a Web-based planning tool.  UPlan was initially launched in January 2014 and supports financial planning by campus departments and control points.  
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Why did UCSF implement UPlan?

UPlan was developed in alignment with Chancellor Desmond-Hellman’s strategic goals
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Why did UCSF implement UPlan?So why did UCSF implement UPlan?  The implementation of Hyperion Planning at UCSF was consistent with the Chancellor’s Strategic vision for the campus.  The Chancellor’s strategic goals included creating a financially sustainable enterprise-wide business model.  Strategies to achieve this goal included designing and implementing transparent and effective budgeting and planning processes and maximizing existing revenue streams, developing new revenues streams, and continuing operational excellence efforts to manage costs.  



UPlan was developed to improve campus financial planning

UPlan:
 Standardizes and streamlines the campus budget process, promoting consistency across and 

within control points and departments, while allowing for needed customization
Reduces the workload of existing departmental and control point budget processes (e.g. data 

retrieval and enrichment, variance analysis, projections, and manual consolidation)
 Shortens budget cycles
 Enhances modeling and reporting capabilities
 Increases accuracy, improves transparency and provides departments, control point, and 

campus leadership with speedier access to critical financial data
Reduces the need for shadow and supplemental systems and processes
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Hyperion Implementation Goals The overriding goal behind the Hyperion implementation at UCSF is to provide standardized tools that create new efficiencies that in turn result in an enhanced planning paradigm for the campus.  UPlan helps to standardize and streamline the campus budget process, thereby promoting consistency across and within control points and departments.  At the same time, the tool is flexible enough to allow for needed customization and meet the needs of a wide range of different operations.   The tool is expected to reduce workload by providing automated data retrieval, supporting variance analysis through MyReports, and avoiding manual consolidation tasks.  These efficiencies should help shorten planning cycles and allow for enhanced modeling and reporting.  Furthermore, the standardized system increases accuracy, promotes transparency and provides faster access to critical information.  Finally, the tool is expected to reduce the need for shadow and other supplemental systems and processes.



UPlan Development and Flexibility

 A key implementation goal was to create a planning tool that departments would value
UPlan was developed with broad consultation from across the campus
UPlan offers a great amount of flexibility for users
Users choose the level of planning complexity:

• Planning by month or year
• Employee Planning or Account-level planning
• Planning by project, project use, or even “NoProject”
• Use of Faculty Portfolio or UPlan only (project use level)
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UPlan Development and FlexibilityBefore we dive in, a couple of further notes about UPlan.  UPlan was developed over a two year time span with broad consultation from the campus, including input from a group of Subject Matter Experts representing control points and departments, the School of Medicine Think Tank, and the FAS Think Tank.  The UPlan implementation team also consulted with other institutions that have developed similar tools.   A critical goal developed early in the process was to create a planning tool that would not just allow for consolidated planning at the control point and campus level, but to develop a system that departments and divisions would value as a component of their planning processes.   As a result, while UPlan cannot meet every need from every department, UPlan offers a broad range of functionality to enable planning at the department level.  That also means that a significant amount of flexibility was built into the tool.  As a result, in many areas planners get to choose how they want to do their planning.   For example, planners can choose to plan at the month or year-total level.  Planners may avoid employee-level salary and benefit planning and instead adjust salaries and benefits at the Account level.  It is possible to do project-level planning or plan at the project use level, and planners can choose to use Faculty Portfolio or create high-level plans for sponsored and faculty-controlled projects entirely in UPlan.  In addition, many of the various tasks planners will complete in UPlan can be done in any order. Flexibility comes with tradeoffs, and each option will need to be carefully considered by planners and their departmental colleagues.  One of those tradeoffs is that training becomes somewhat longer.  During training, you’ll hear more about the flexibility we’ve built into UPlan, and you’ll need to confer with your departmental and control point colleagues about how you want to engage in planning within UPlan.



The UPlan launch represented a shift in the UCSF planning model

 Previously, budgets were managed in PeopleSoft 
• Departments managed balances using both the financial and budget ledgers
• The temporary budget was a mix of plans, carryforward balances, and appropriations
• Understanding your financial position required examining both ledgers

Now, planning occurs in UPlan, while PeopleSoft only contains actuals*
• Separating the budget from financial actuals distinguishes plans from financial results
• All non-sponsored funds moved to a revenue minus expense perspective

*Planning for sponsored projects and faculty/PI projects occurs in Faculty Portfolio; PeopleSoft will 
continue to record budgets for sponsored projects
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Shift in Financial Model The UPlan launch represented a significant shift in the planning model at UCSF.  Prior to the 2013-14 fiscal year, budgets were managed using PeopleSoft, and analysts needed to look at both the budget and financial ledgers to understand their financial position.  The temporary budget in the budget ledger was a mix of plans, carryforward balances and appropriations, making the meaning of data in the budget ledger sometimes unclear.   With the launch of UPlan, analysts conduct their planning in UPlan while only actual financial transactions take place in PeopleSoft.  In this way, we distinguish between plans and actual financial results, and all non-sponsored activities have moved to a revenue minus expense perspective, rather than a budget plus actual perspective.  Note that sponsored projects continue to use the budget ledger in PeopleSoft.  
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Overview of  UPlan Functionality
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Planning Modules
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Planning ModulesUPlan has three primary planning modules, each of which will be explained in greater detail momentarily.  Commitment Tracking enables users to plan transfers to other units, either recurring allocations or specific temporary commitments.  Employee Planning allows users plan salary and benefits costs by individual employee.  Finally, the General Planning module enables users to create plans by DeptID, Fund, and individual Project for most Project Uses.



Commitment Tracking

Users identify total dollar amounts associated with:
• General recurring allocations 
• Special allocations for specific purposes 

Users may plan commitments and allocations over a ten-year timeframe

 System logic feeds data to the General Planning module, showing commitments as transfers 
from the source to the recipient

 Then, in General Planning, recipients are able to plan expenses against commitment transfers
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Commitment TrackingAs mentioned earlier, the Commitment Tracking module allows planners to identify both general recurring allocations, such as State educational appropriations, and special allocations for specific purposes, such as temporary funding to create a new IT system.  Because commitments often span many years, the commitments module allows for a ten-year planning horizon.   Internal logic within UPlan takes information from the commitment module and feeds it to General Planning, where it appears as a transfer on plans both for the source as a transfer out, and for the recipient as a transfer in.  The recipients then plan expenses against the commitment in the General Planning module.



Employee Planning

Users may plan for individual employees, groups of employees, and anticipated hires or 
reductions

Control points and Level 2 departments can adjust global assumptions for salary increases

 For each current employee, users may 
• Adjust timing and amounts of standard and supplemental increases to base/neg pay  
• Adjust supplemental pay amounts
• Distribute pay across fund and project sources by month
• Identify sources of funds to cover salary over the NIH cap

Users may also create new hires or planned reductions, either as individuals or groups 

 Benefits costs are automatically calculated, but can be adjusted 
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Employee PlanningThe Employee Planning module allows planners to develop salary and benefit cost estimates at an employee level, for groups of employees, and for anticipated new hires or workforce reductions.  Global assumptions can be used to adjust salary costs for groups of employees.  For both current employees and to-be-hired provisions, planners can adjust individual salary components, adjust benefits estimates, change the distribution of fund sources, and identify sources of funds to cover salary over the NIH salary cap.  



General Planning

 Primary data entry form resembles an income statement
Users create plans for each DeptID, Fund and Project combination
Users may plan by month or year-total
UPlan allows users to update the forecast for the current year and plan for two additional years
 Planning occurs at Level C of the Account tree (Level E for FAS) 
Data feeds eliminate duplicative data entry

• Financial actuals feed from PeopleSoft General Ledger
• Sponsored and faculty/PI-related project plans feed from Faculty Portfolio
• Salary and benefit data feed from Employee Planning
• Transfers feed from Commitment Tracking

Global assumptions by Fund/Project use combinations assist with revenue and non-salary 
expense adjustments
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General PlanningThe general planning module is where users can plan revenue and non-salary expense.  The primary data entry form resembles an income statement where users plan by DeptID, Fund and Project.  Planners can enter data at the month or year-total level.  Revenue and non-salary accounts for planning are at Level C of the Account tree (except for FAS, which uses Level E).  Data feeds to the revenue and expense data entry form from several sources including: financial actuals from PeopleSoft; sponsored project and other faculty/PI project expense plans from Faculty Portfolio; salary and benefit plans developed in the Employee Planning module; and transfers planned in the Commitment Tracking module.  In addition, global assumptions can be used to seed future year plans.



General Planning Screenshot
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General Planning ScreenshotThis is an example of the revenue and expense planning form in the General Planning module, which you’ll learn about in the first classroom training.Columns allow you to see various versions or time periods.  The rows allow you to see all the accounts that you utilize.  By default, rows with no data are suppressed.  You can add empty rows in as needed.



Planning Timeframes

Actuals Planning/Forecasting

Timeframe Year 0: 2015-16 Forecast Year 1: 2016-17 Plan Year 2: 2017-18 Plan
of Activity Jul Aug… …Jun YrTtl Jul Aug... …Jun YrTtl Jul Aug… …Jun YrTtl

Spring 2016
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 During Spring 2016, planners will update their current year forecast and 
plan for two additional years
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Planning Horizon During Spring 2015Here is a graphical description of planning activity that will occur in UPlan during spring 2016.  We will be halfway through 2015-16, and the Forecast will contain actuals for all closed months.  Planners may then adjust the remaining months of the 2015-16 forecast before they seed and adjust their 2016-17 and 2017-18 plans.  Note that the current year, 2015-16, is also referred to as Year 0, while the two planning years are referred to as Year 1 and Year 2.



Planning granularity varies by year and module

Module Current Year Forecast Plan Year 1 Plan Year 2

General Planning Monthly Monthly Monthly

Employee Planning Monthly and by 
employee

Monthly and by 
employee

Salary and benefit 
expense estimates 
determined solely by 
global assumptions

Commitment Tracking Monthly Monthly YearTotal
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Planning Period GranularityEach planning module handles the granularity of planning differently.  As mentioned earlier, the General planning module allows for planning at the monthly level, and this is true for Years 0, 1, and 2.  In Employee Planning module, planning occurs at the monthly level for Years 0 and 1, but Year 2 is driven entirely by global assumptions.  In the Commitment Tracking module, monthly planning is possible for Years 0 and 1, but for later years planning is at the YearTotal level.  



Benefits of  UPlan

 Actual data feeds automatically, eliminating manual data retrieval
 Faculty Portfolio data feeds automatically
 Pre-seeding with prior year plans/forecasts 
Commitments from other units maintained in one place
Global assumptions may be applied to simplify budgeting process
Calculations occur in the background

• Automatic summarization and data feeds between planning modules
Diagnostic reports facilitate planning
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UPlan offers several efficiencies over earlier planning activities.  With UPlan, financial and employee data are fed automatically in to the planning tool, eliminating the need for analysts to manually retrieve data from WebLinks.  Data from Faculty Portfolio are also fed automatically.   Within UPlan, prior year plans and forecasts pre-seed present and future plans, saving time.   UPlan also allows commitments from other units to be maintained in one place, where previously units kept track of their commitments in various different ways and in many different places.  UPlan also provides functionality to apply and adjust global assumptions, facilitating planning.  Now, integration of data between planning modules drives calculations which occur automatically in the background.   Finally, UPlan’s diagnostic reports provide information that facilitates planning.



Integrated planning modules reduce manual effort
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Planning Modules are Integrated Internally As mentioned earlier, UPlan assists planners by automatically feeding data from both the Commitment Tracking and Employee Planning modules to the General Planning module.  Commitment data feeds as a transfer, while employee data appears as salary and benefit expenditures.



Data feeds from external sources reduce workload

 Feed from PPS
• Employee names and characteristics
• Salary by component (base, negotiated, other)
• Monthly pay distribution by department, fund, and project

 Feed from PeopleSoft General Ledger
• Accumulated revenue and expense by month, department, project, fund and account

 Feed from Faculty Portfolio (previously PI Portfolio)
• Employee-level pay distributions by department, fund, and project use
• Non-salary expenditures by department, fund, project use, and account 
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Data Feeds from external sources reduces workloadExternal data feeds also assist planners, eliminating the need for planners to retrieve information from other systems.  Employee names and characteristics, actual salary levels by component (such as base, negotiated, or other) and actual monthly pay distributions by department, project and fund feed automatically from the Payroll Personnel System.   Similarly, actual accumulated revenue and expense amounts by month, department, project, fund and account feed automatically from the PeopleSoft General Ledger.  In addition, planned expenses, both at the employee level and at the department, project use, and fund level feed automatically from Faculty Portfolio (previously known as PI Portfolio), eliminating the need for duplicative effort by RSAs and departmental planners.



Faculty Portfolio (FP) data is fed to UPlan

UPlan takes a feed of expense plans from Faculty Portfolio
• Employee-level pay distributions
• Non-salary expenses
• Data aggregated by DeptID/Fund/Project Use/NIH cap 
• Planning feed does not maintain distinctions by Project, Activity Period, Function, or Flexfield

Once in UPlan
• Faculty Portfolio data are read-only in UPlan
• Department plans adjusted using “planning only” projects 
• No feed from UPlan back to Faculty Portfolio will be developed
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Faculty Portfolio Data is fed to UPlanExpense plans feed from Faculty Portfolio to UPlan, and include employee-level pay distributions and non-salary expenses. Data are aggregated by Dept ID/Fund/Project Use and NIH Cap, and the planning feed does not maintain distinctions by Project, Activity Period, Function, or Flexfield. Once in UPlan, the Faculty Portfolio data is read-only.  If you want to make adjustments for planning purposes, there are “planning only” projects that allow you to do so.  Although the data are fed from Faculty Portfolio to UPlan, no data are fed at any time from UPlan back to Faculty Portfolio.



Planning occurs in Faculty Portfolio or UPlan based on Project Use
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Faculty Portfolio UPlan
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Planning in Faculty Portfolio or UPlan by project usePlanning occurs in either Faculty Portfolio or UPlan depending on project use.  Sponsored projects, recruitment projects, retention projects, and other faculty/PI projects are planned in Faculty Portfolio.  All other projects are planned in UPlan.While functionality exists in UPlan to plan sponsored and faculty-controlled activity using “planning only” projects, this data is only very high level and so it is recommended that Faculty Portfolio be used for any detailed planning of these projects.



UPlan data are exported for various purposes

Data Warehouse and MyReports
• Final plans for the new fiscal year are sent to the data warehouse during the summer

• Working forecasts are sent to the data warehouse each month 

• MyReports, the new campus reporting tool, uses these final plans and forecasts in variance reports

UCOP Reporting
• UPlan is the source of data for quarterly budget reports to the Office of the President

 Long-term planning
• Control points will use aggregated plans and forecasts from UPlan for long-term planning, including 

annual five-year plans submitted to the Chancellor
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Planning Data ExportsSo what data is exported from UPlan?  Once finalized and “locked down”, plans are fed to the data warehouse, which is where MyReports, the new campus reporting tool, pulls them to compile variance reports.  Similarly, working forecasts are sent to the data warehouse each month.Management reports are provided by MyReports.  This includes traditional variance reports comparing plans (from Hyperion) to actuals from (PeopleSoft).  UPlan also serves as the source of data for quarterly budget reports to the UC Office of the President. Finally, control points will use aggregated plans and forecasts from UPlan for long-term planning, including annual 5-year financial plans submitted to the Chancellor.



Update Frequency: External Integration
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Update Frequency: External Integration Data will feed among the various systems at different times.  As the close of each month, actual financial data will feed from PeopleSoft to UPlan.  In addition, each month, information about new employees will feed from Payroll/Personnel to UPlan.   Expense plans developed for sponsored projects and other faculty/PI controlled projects from Faculty Portfolio also feed to UPlan.  From UPlan, final plans and monthly forecasts will feed to the data warehouse each month.



UPlan provides reports to support planning activities

Diagnostic reports are available in UPlan
• Planning error identification, such as a report identifying employees with pay distributions not equal to 

100% 
• Planning outcomes, such as a report identifying departments/projects with “planned” deficits or 

exceptional changes in year-to-year plans
• Commitment tracking 

Management reports are generated using MyReports
• Variance reports comparing actuals, plans, and forecasts
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UPlan provides reports to support planning activitiesUPlan provides several reports to support planning activities.  Diagnostic reports, which help to identify areas in planning which may need attention.  For example, Hyperion includes reports designed to identify planning errors, such as a report identifying employees whose planned pay distributions appear to be incomplete.  Planning outcome reports identify what appear to be planned deficits, so that planners may make corrections if these are in error.  In addition, Hyperion include reports of commitment data, which will not be transferred to MyReports. UPlan does not directly provide management reports.  These are generated from MyReports.



Exporting via Excel and Smart View

 Functionality exists to export UPlan data to Excel 
 Planners may also use Smart View to access and adjust their plans and forecasts via Excel
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Exporting and Importing to Excel There are times when you may want to download your UPlan data to Excel, for instance if you want to explore various what-if scenarios.  UPlan does provide the functionality to export data from any form or report to Excel.  In addition, planners may use Smart View to access the UPlan data entry forms via Excel.  This easy-to-use interface enables planners to use Excel functionality, such as formulas and cell references to assist their planning activity.



UPlan helps to standardize our approach to planning
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UPlan helps standardize approach to reporting: MyReports and the Data WarehouseTo recap, within UPlan, planners enter data in the Commitment Tracking and Employee Planning modules, which are fed into the General Planning module, where planners make additional adjustments.   Diagnostic reports within UPlan help planners with their work and ultimately consolidated plans will be submitted to the chancellor.  To assist with planning and avoid duplicative effort, data automatically feeds from the PeopleSoft general ledger, from the Payroll Personnel System, and from Faculty Portfolio.  UPlan forecasts and plans, once completed, automatically feed to the Data Warehouse, allowing for variance reporting from MyReports.  The campus will submit its budget plan to UCOP using the Hyperion system, and at this time, long-term planning will still occur outside the system using a download of Hyperion plans.
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